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EDITED BY JOHN C. NORMAN
"Crisis in Black and White" is a powerful and unsparing analysis of 'the Negro problem' in America. It is one of the finest books on American society that has appeared in several years. 'The Negro problem' is not something that can be separated from the 'main pattern' of our style of life. If one began Mr. Silberman's book with such an easy assumption one finally puts it down convinced that to change 'the status of the Negro' is to face the necessity of much deeper changes in the American way. Such changes, Mr. Silberman urges, are possible, but they require first that we face our problems honestly. His book is a model of just such honesty."

Jerome Bruner, Harvard University
President, The American Psychological Association

"I am certain that this book written with cool analysis and yet prophetic anger will be an important contribution which will have a most significant effect in powerful quarters of our country."

Ralph D. Abernathy
Treasurer, Southern Christian Leadership Council

"There can be no real progress in America's crucial race relations until the basic historic ingredients that created this explosive race problem are pointed out in blunt terms that both sides can see and understand. Crisis in Black and White goes straight to the historic roots of the problem. Mr. Silberman's swordlike pen scientifically vindicates the innocent, while indicting only the guilty who refuse to face up to the facts and atone while there is still time. If the 'WARNING' contained in this book goes unheeded ... then America is indeed beyond hope, and all is lost."

Malcolm X
Minister, Muslim Mosque, Inc.

"The book accomplishes the amazing feat of condensing volumes of past, present and future accurate and important facts about the American Negro into a single exciting and meaningful book that is must reading for all Americans."

Whitney Young
Executive Director, National Urban League

"Mr. Silberman has opened up the fact that concrete action is the key point of moral and ethical reality. ... I hope this breath of fresh air in the race crisis will be blown widely across the nation."

Eugene Carson Blake, former president
National Council of Churches